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Dear Members

Return to Flying - Two Seaters

Your Committee is very keen to resume two seater flying as soon as government restrictions on recreational
flying allows.  We anticipate the next stage of release from lockdown expected in early July might permit flying
in two seaters by occupants not from the same household. When we know more about this and any associated
restrictions to mitigate against the risk of transmitting Covid-19 we will of course communicate this to you at
the first opportunity.  I think it is a fair assumption that face coverings for both occupants will be a requirement
and anybody hoping to fly in a two seater might consider acquiring a face covering or two.

Current Government guidelines only permit recreational general aviation if strict social distancing measures
are observed. In practice this means that only the following flights are permitted:

solo flights
flights where everyone is from the same household
flights in aircraft where social distancing measures can be maintained - such as tandem cockpits spaced by
more than 2 metres, or occupancy of separate parts of the aircraft structure

Our two seater tandem cockpit seats are closer together than two metres and there is not much we can do
about that, however we can separate the front and back seats into two separate compartments so that the
pilots occupy separate parts of the aircraft structure. Unfortunately we cannot just rig up some clear divider in
our two seaters as this would be considered an unapproved modification and would invalidate the CofA.
Fortunately for us some clever people at the Southdown Gliding Club have developed a clear polycarbonate
cockpit barrier for the K21 which has now received EASA MInor Change Approval. When installed between the
front and rear seats it separates them into two discrete compartments which will permit flight in compliance
with current government guidance. Your Committee authorised expenditure on this cockpit barrier last night
and I have today ordered the parts which we expect to be delivered at the end of next week. Once installed
this will allow us to legally restart instructional flying in the K21 even if there is no change in government
guidance as anticipated in early July. Use of this barrier will require some smart social distancing procedures
to be implemented around getting in and out of the glider and hygiene at crew changes. We will communicate
these to members in due course. It goes without saying that no instructor or member who feels uncomfortable
with the club two seater procedures should feel obliged or under any pressure to fly.

We anticipate a significant demand for two seater instruction when we are able to restart. In order to keep
numbers manageable we plan to prioritise two seater instruction as follows in the first instance:

1. Experienced solo pilots with lapsed recency or currency who should only require a quick refresher to
permit them to fly solo again.

2. Less experienced solo pilots who may require more extensive refresher training before flying solo
again.

3. Pre solo or ab-initio training.

In practice depending on demand and the weather our pre solo pilots should be able to receive instruction
within a couple of weeks of the restart of two seater flying. 

Prioritisation will be managed by the CFI and Duty Instructor on the day. When we restart two seater flying we
will request that members requiring instruction flag up their intention to come to the club and their requirement
for instruction in advance by use of the Freeflight calendar function in the same way that our solo pilots have



been doing since the restart of flying. 

I am very aware that that significant numbers of our club members have been excluded from flying since the
start of the coronavirus lockdown and look forward to seeing you back at the club and flying very soon. 

621 VGS Historic Flight

I am pleased to announce that BGGC has concluded a group membership agreement with members of the
621 Volunteer Gliding Squadron Historic Flight:   http://www.621vgs.co.uk/historicflight/

This should bring a number of new flying and associate members to the club as well as a couple of interesting
"new" gliders to grave the skies over Nympsfield. The club will benefit from the enthusiasm of the new HF
members as well as increased flying and launch point activity outside our normal peak times when cross
country soaring pilots are active. The Historic Flight will benefit from a stable new home and 7 day a week
operations.

Existing BGGC members Sarah,Oli and Gavin Summerell, Brian House, Jackie and Geoff Beard, Rachel, Neil
and Ben Payne all originated from the Historic flight and have now been joined by new members Sarah and
Adam Clarke.  More new faces will be joining us from the Historic Flight in the coming months.  Please make
them feel welcome, make yourself known to them around the launch point and help them to settle into the
club. 

Some Thanks

I am always reluctant to single out particular individuals for their voluntary contribution to the club because so
many members give up their time to make sure the rest of us can fly. This includes the members in the
maintenance teams, the estates team, your instructors, winch drivers, tug pilots and committee members.
However since the restart of flying the following individuals have made a particularly significant contribution to
flying operations so that others can fly and I should like to thank them personally and publicly for their much
valued and appreciated contribution:

1. Martin Greathead for keeping the log sheets and operating the bus signalling equipment as well as
cutting the lawn in front of the clubhouse.

2. Richard Starling for mowing the airfield and maintaining the tracks.
3. Seb Smaka who rejoined the club as an Associate member just so that he can operate the winch one

day every weekend.
4. Not strictly flying operations but Fred Hill for providing the machinery and donating his time to dig out

and lay an access track to the University of Bristol DG-1001 hangar.

Andy Davis
Chairman
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